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SUMMARY 

Recently a Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM)   System was de- 
veloped for a United States Government Manufacturing  Facility at 
Rock Island.   Illinois.     The system augmented an existing Direct 
Numerical Control   (DNC)   system under  the control of a  PDP  11/20 
mini-computer. 

This development  project  involved additions  to  existing hard- 
ware  and software  as  well  as  the  development of new  software. 

Additional hardware was added  to: 

• permit the PDP  11/20 to function as a terminal   to 
interface with a large scale  computer which processed 
APT part  programs. 

• provide added  storage for  storing part programs and 
newly developed system programs, 

The software  developments involved the design,   development, 
and implementation of: 

• Revisions  to  the existing PDP 11/20 operating  system. 

• A SCHEDULER -   to develop  a  time  table for routing parts 
through a machine shop. 

• A LOADER  -   to  dynamically  construct and manage  the work 
queue  for  each of  the  systems  DNC machines. 

• A UTILIZATION  REPORTER -   to monitor work performed on 
the DNC machines. 

• An OPERATIONS  HISTORY REPORTER -   to compare   actual 
performance with planned  performance. 

• Software which  integrated   the above software  packages 
with one  another and  the  DNC  part programs  used  to 
manufacture  parts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Computer Aided Manufacturing  (CAM)  has  existed  in a practical 
torm for about  20 years.     In  its most popular   form CAM has been 
most maniiest during this   time period as N/C   (Numerical Control). 

About a  decade ago other CAM concepts  such  as  DNC  (Direct Nu- 
merical  Control),  CNC  (Computerized Numerical  Control)  began to 
S?u      £;» M?rc reccncly significant attention has  been focused on 
other CAM elements and elements  related to CAM.     Group Technology 
Process Planning,   Scheduling,   Loading,   Simulation and Data Base 
Design and Management represent a partial  list  of  such elements. 

Combining groups of these elements has  led  to  the emergence of 
what has come to be known as  CAM Systems.    As we begin to develop 
a jargon related to CAM it   is   important  to begin  to  define the 
jargon as best we can as we  develop it so that  CAM technology    as 
it evolves,  will be retarded minimally by the  "braking" effect of 
confused terminology. 

^A»    Therefore,   let us draw a distinction between  the terms CAM and 
CAM System as  they will be  used  in this paper. 

When computer technology  is combined with manufacturing tech- 
nology,   the result  is Computer Aided Manufacturing   (CAM).     In view 
of  this  statement,   it  is  apparent  that almost  any  use of a  compu- 
ter   in  the manufacturing environment  falls within   the  scope of CAM 
Some CAM Applications  involve  manufacturing  support   functions  such' 
as  cost  control,   inventory  control,  production  control,  quality 
control,   and the  like.     Other CAM applications  deal  directly with 
the manufacturing processes   themselves --  for cxtiuple,   those re- 
lated to numerically controlled  (¡:C) machining  and,   later,  direct 
numerically controlled  (DNC)   machining. 

EXAMPLES  OF CAM SYSTEMS 

There are many excellent  examples of computer applications  to 
manufacturing activities  --   some of them associated with signifi- 
cant  savings.     It  is only recently,  however,   that  the application 
of computer technology to  the manufacturing system,   as a whole    has 
begun  to  take place in a coordinated manner.     A partial  list of 
these examples  include: 

•    The U.S.   Air Force   Integrated Computer  Aided 
Manufacturing   (ICAM)   Plan.1   Initially   ICAM 
will  be  a collection  of  subsystems  related  to 
sheet metal forming  at  the manufacturing   level  - 
but only a part  of   the  general support,   manage- 
ment,   and control  systems  at other  levels  of 
manufacturing.     The   total  ICAM budget  over  the 
next   5  years   is  approximately 75 million  dollars. 
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The  Fujitsu  Fanne   Ltd.   I)NC  System'   which   is   in 
actual   operation   «it   llino,   .Japan .      Since   this 
system produces   part:;   for  Fanue   N/C   Control 
Systems,   the manufactur ine output   of   this   fac- 
tory   is  materially   dependent,   on   the   reliability 
of   this   system. 
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to  an  extent. 

One  of   the most   significant   development  projects   in 
the   area  of  computer   aided  process   planninj',   is   beine 
conducted  by  United   Technologies   Research  Center''   in 
the   U.S.     This   project    is  directed   at   enabling  a 
manufacturing orfani ::at ion   to   incorporate within  a 
computer  a   deci s ioti  inalane  i aliona le   for  ¡.'encrât inj; 

¡) Kins Til e.   approach   lo   ''.«-'lierai i nj<  a   process procès 
plan   is   "generative"   rather   than   "variali!:".     This 
means   that   a  process   plan  may   he   developed  usili),   the 
part   design   as   the   system  input    rallier   than  editing 
an  exist inr,  process   plan  for a  part   similar   to   the 
one   to  be  manufactured. 

CAM  SYSTKM  DKF1N1T10N 

ma 
A   CAM   system   (as   di s ti neu i shed   Troni  a   CAM  application)   is   a 

nufue turinr,   system  in  which   compute!    l eehnol.oi'.y   is   utili zed  as 
;m   •.nL*-'i:j''1   component.      The   keywords   are   system,   computer,   and 
integrai. 

Manufacturi.n)',  system  <    ten means   different:   thine«   to  differ- 
ent   people.     The  diagram   in   Kijuire   1    illustrates   a   simple   yet 
{•onerai  model  of a manufacturing   function   structured  alone   a   sys- 
tems   approach.     Usine   Mi i s   type  of   schematic,   any manuf actur iiif 
function   can  be  defined   in   terms  of   the   followinf,: 

• Input   to   i he   function   --   product   dos i ens,   state- 
ments  ol   product   demand,   shippine,   destinations 
ami   quant i I ics ,   e te . 

• Output   of   the   function   --   item or   eroup  of  items 
produced   in  conformance with   the   input   information 
and   constraint;;. 

• Activities   represented  by  the   function   --   in manu- 
i act urine   these   can   eeucrally  be   p.rouped   into   the 
i oJ lowine   cat i j'.oi i es : 

i 
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Planning  -- make/buy  decisions,   process/ 
methods planning,   scheduling,  materials 
specification,   resource allocation,   etc. 

Making -- material removal/displacement/ 
addition/processing/movement,   assembly 
packaging,   etc. 

Controlling --   production control  quality 
control,   cost  control,   inventory control,   etc 

Constraints under which  the function operates  -- 
policies related to personnel,   finance,  quality 
general management,   etc. 

INPUT 
Otugn Sp«cilicoiioni 

Som Forcean 

ACTIVITIES 
Planning 
Making 

Coniiollmg 

OUTPUT 
Produci 

MANUFACTURING SYSTEM 

Figure  1 

When  a manufacturing  system as described  above  includes  the 
functional use of computer   technology,   the result  is a CAM system. 
The computerization can be  either  partial or  total;   however    the 
only requirement is  that  it must be organized  to fit   into  the 
scheme of   the manufacturing  system and function as  a part  of it 
Its relationships cannot be  haphazard or disjointed  --  it must be 
carefully  planned and coordinated  towards  the  achievement  of the 
specific   objectives  related   to  the  system. 

The  chief difference between a conventional manufacturing sys- 
tem and a  CAM system is the way in which  the  information  is pro- 
cessed.      In a non-computerized system,   manual   record  keeping and 
communication is employed with most decisions  being made after 
laboriously assembling,  digesting,   and analyzing data.     In contrast, 
a CAM system utilizes  computer hardware and software  to assemble, 
organize,   and analyze  the data involved  in the manufacturing sys- 
tem      In  some  cases,   it can even process  the  data in a way  that 
routine  decisions can be made automatically.     Further    it  can 
«ready  simplify  the  interfaces between activities within  the manu- 
facturing   function as well  as  its  interface with external  functions. 
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RECENTLY DKVK1.01'KD CAM  SYSTEM 

I IT Research Institute (I1TRI), Chicago, Ulinois has recently 
developed n CAM System which luis been intpl cmented in a U.S. Govern- 
ment manufacturing facility in Rock island, Illinois. It is called 
the  RIA DNG/CAM  System. 

SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

The .system was developed by addilli', certain hardware elements 
and computer software to an exist¡nr, operational DNC system. The 
syutem structure   is depicted   in  Figure   2. 

I 

i    ! 

CAM S Y ST KM  IW.OCK  DIAGRAM 

1-' i eur t-   2 

Five   DNC machine   tools   are  incorporated  in   the   system.      Ill- 
eluded are   two  macinai nj',  center!:   and  a   lathe  built   by   ¡analst rand, 
an American  Challenger   turret   lathe,   and  a machin inj«,   eeiiLer   built 
by   Kearney  &   Trecker. 
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The basic computer hardware configuration consists of: 

• A Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP 11/20 
computer system which controls the DNC/CAM components. 

• Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) terminals located at the com- 
puter site and adjacent to each of the DNC machine tools. 

• Different items of input/output (I/O) equipment to 
permit various types of input (card, disc, tape, and 
keyboard), output (printer, CRT), and the remote pro- 
cessing of APT part programs. 

The software elements associated with the system include the 
following: 

• An Executive System designed and supplied by Sundstrand 
Corporation to operate in connection with its Omni- 
control DNC System.  In addition, the RIA DNC System 
software collection contains an extensive array of 
packages and routines (obtained from Sundstrand and 
other sources) related to part programming, editing 
of part programs, driving and operating the DNC ma- 
chines, etc.  The original Executive System was modi- 
fied by IITRI to permit the PDP 11/20 to control the 
CAM software additions also. 

• A Communications Package to permit the remote process- 
ing of APT part programs on a CDC 6500 computer located 
approximately 1000 miles away. 

• A Scheduler (JOB SCHED) -- an Interactive Job Schedul- 
ing Module for establishing the estimated start and 
completion times for each operation to be performed on 
the DNC machines.  This program has the added advan- 
tage of also being able to accommodate non-DNC oper- 
ations.  In fact, any operation performed within the 
manufacturing facility can be scheduled with this 
package. 

• A Loader (MG LOADING) -- a Sequenced Machine Group Work 
Loading Module, which establishes a precise sequence or 
queue for jobs to be run on each DNC machine. 

• Machine Tool Utilization (MT UTIL) -- a Machine Tool 
Operation and Utilization Module which accumulates and 
summarizes data on the operation and non-operation of 
each DNC machine. 

• Operation History (OP HISTORY) -- Current Operation File 
and History Report Programs which serve to make a com- 
parison of the "actual" versus "planned" performance for 
each operation by job on each DNC machine tool. 

:t 
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SYSTEM OPERATION 

With reference to Figure 2, the block titled "Planning RIA" 
represents the logical starting point for the DNC/CAM System under 
consideration.  Planning covers the traditional roles associated 
with order processing, resource procurement and allocation, deter- 
mination of objectives, etc.  Information flow from the planning 
function goes in two basic directions 

• preparing/editing/proving/finalizing and storing 
the various part programs required, and 

• scheduling and loading (sequencing) the operation 
of the machine tools. 

The part programming/editing/proving/finalizing is typically 
an iterative procedure that can be performed either using only the 
hardware/software available on site at RIA or, in the case of more 
complex parts, by utilizing a remotely located CDC 6500 computer. 
In the latter case, the RIA PDP 11/20 computet serves as a remote 
terminal for the CDC 6500. 

The component scheduler (JOB SCHED) permits pre-planning by 
assigning start and completion dates to each operation. Working 
from a start date or a projected completion date or both, this pro- 
gram accounts for engineered standard operations, process operations, 
inspection operations, move times, and efficiency against standards. 
This is a significant addition to the RIA DNC/CAM System because, 
prior to the implementation of this package, RIA had no scheduling 
capability -- a rough due date for each component was all that was 
known and no pre-planning on an operation level basis was possible. 

Input to the Scheduler (JOB SCHED) consists of: 

• Job data -- job/lot/part identification, lot quantity, 
start and/or due date, priority, etc. 

• Data on each operation to be performed -- operation 
number, setup time, hours per piece, type of oper- 
ation, machine group, cost center, etc. 

• Certain parametric information on move times between 
departments, inspection times, etc. 

The output from this program essentially indicates when each 
operation should start and end. As noted earlier, the use of this 
program is not restricted to DNC operations only -- it can and is 
being used for all operations associated with any job scheduled. 

The Scheduler first processes the input in the background mode, 
producing hardcopy results for review.  Interactive adjustments can 
then be made by the user via a CRT.  He can attempt to re-schedule 
jobs with indicated conflicts and/or produce revised schedules for 
any selected jobs by changing rules pertaining to the distribution 
of slack (difference between the time available for a job and the 

I 
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time  required,,   overlaps  between  successive  operations,   and work 
time available. 

Schedule information relating to the DNC operations for each 
.job processed is passed on to the Loader (MC LOADING) . This mo- 
dule not only receives various data hnndlod/proccsscd/produccd by 
the Scheduler, but also directly obtains from the user the avail- 
ability status of i lie parts to be machined, the part program, and 
related   too 1 inj',. 

All   input  and output   functions  of  the  Loader are  completely 
interactive   in  nature usin^  a  CRT. 

When a  ÜNC operation  is  available  from  the  Scheduler,   the 
Loader  places   it  in an Unavailable Queue.     As  soon as   the material, 
part program,   and   toolinj-.  ¿ire  on  hand,   the  operai ion  is  placed  in 
the Available  Queue  and definite  start  and  stop  times  are posted 
according  to  a  priority algorithm  incorporated  in the  software, 
when a   particular  operation   is  physically   loaded  into  the  appro- 
priate   DNC machine,   the  part  program  is   called  and  supplied  via 
the I'DP   11-20   computer. 

to qu 
n   summary,   the outputs  produced  by MC  LOADING provide  answers 
stions   such  as: 

What  work  is  available   to be  run  on a particular 
machine? 

What   is  the  relative  priority  of   this work? 

When will  each of   the  available  orc.étions be 
completed? 

What   future  workload  exists   that   has   not  yet  reached 
the  machine? 

When   is  this   future workload  expected  to  reach  the 
machine? 

What   is   the  projected workload  by  week   for a 
(each)   machine? 

What   is   the  daily workload   for  a  selected week 
on  a   (each)   machine? 

What   effect would  2 or   S  shift  operations have  on 
the  workload picture? 

This program was  inserted  in   the  system  to provide  answers 
that were not   readily available  before.     In  operating  complex  and 
expensive  i-rpn pinenl ,   fasi   ini ormai i on   feedback   is  necessary   Co 
allow  el teen ve   corrective  action  when   i equi red,   and   to  permit   the 
system   to   function   in a   "quick   respon.se"  mode. 
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The Machine Tool Utilization Program (MT UTIL) in the RIA 
DNC/CAM System fulfills both the role of an instantaneous monitor 
as well as a recorder/reporter of past DNC machine activity.  Data 
input to this program is triggered by either sensor based devices 
or by means of 20 operator-activated switches mounted on a CRT ad- 
jacent to each DNC machine. 

Using MT UTIL, the current status of each machine can be in- 
terrogated at any Lime by means of a CRT display.  The different 
status modes covered include RUN, IDLE, CONV (Conversational), 
MAINT (Maintenance), and STOP.  The STOP status is further defined 
by 22 possible reasons such as:  NO OPERATOR, NO JOB, NO SETUP, NO 
TOOLING, PERSONAL, etc. 

On request, MT UTIL can also provide a print-out of the util- 
ization by status category and STOP reasons for each DNC machine 
for the previous day. An identical report summarizing machine ac- 
tivity for the previous month is also available on demand. 

t 

In summary, MT UTIL provides quick answers to questions such 
as: 

• How much time does each DNC machine run on a 
daily and monthly basis? 

• How much time is each DNC machine stopped and why? 

• How much time is each DNC machine idle? 

• How much time is spent in less significant categories 
such as CONV and MAINT? 

The information generated by MT UTIL can give a more accurate 
picture of the actual availability of each machine under practical 
conditions.  This by itself can help guide planning policies for 
better scheduling.  Furthermore, when management can get a feel for 
the specific reasons why a machine is non-operational, more effec- 
tive short and long term remedial measures can be taken. 

Data from the Scheduler (JOB SCHED) and Loader (MG LOADING) 
modules and from the MT UTIL arc captured by the Operation History 
Program (OP HISTORY); the total information is organized to make a 
historical comparison between the "planned" and "actual" performance 
on each operation. 

Upon request, OP HISTORY will print out a report for any spe- 
cified Operation number (uniquely identified by the Job number and 
Lot number) detailing items such as: 

• Scheduled start and completion times (from JOB SCHED 
and MC. LOADING) versus I hu actual recorded start and 
complot ion times (from MT UTIL). 

• Planned versus recorded elapsed operation time 
together with the appropriate variance. 

j 
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t 
•    Expected number of parts produced versus actual pro- 

duction. 

Good records  on planning versus  actual performance are the 
most effective Cools for  improving cost estimates ct repeat orders. 
This "adjustment"  capability is  specially useful   in a job-shop en- 
vironment and can  be effectively used  to make policy decisions that 
result   in more realistic   .schedules. 

CLOSED  LOOP  DESIGN 

The RIA DNC/CAM System described in this section closely fits 
the CAM system definition described earlier. 

It is apparent from the preceding paragraphs that  the basic 
DNC System at a manufacturing  facility is,  by itself,   a completely 
self-supporting traaufacturing  system.    Even before the CAM augmen- 
tation,   the PDP 11/20 computer served as an integral part of the 
operational  scheme:     it was used for  the making activity  (driving 
the machine  tools)   as well as  for certain indirect planning elements 
such as parts programming.    With the addition of  the CAM software 
modules,  primary planning functions  are now covered by computer 
technology  -- production  scheduling and sequenced machine group 
work loading.     Finally,   and perhaps most important of ail,   the con- 
trol activity   (represented by MT UTIL and OP HISTORY)   has been 
brought  to a great  extent under computer coverage. 

The RIA DNC/CAM System comes ve 
"closed-loop" system discussed by Fo 
programs are finalized and schedules 
necessary. Next, the actual operati 
tern feedback loop is completed for c 
the HT UTIL and OP HISTORY are made 
-- the RIA planning function. As a 
back information, the planning group 
ing, resource allocation, maintenanc 
procedures and policies   in order to 

ry close to  the idea of a 
x* .    Work is  planned -- part 
established and revised if 

ons are carried out.    The sys- 
ontrol because  the outputs from 
available to  the  starting point 
result of reviewing the  feed- 

can adjust  scheduling,   load- 
e plans,  and other operational 
achieve objectives  such as: 

Make  actual performance agree more closely with the 
planned performance. 

Improve/increase  system productivity. 

Maintain machine  utilization at a  level commen- 
surate with an acceptable rate of return on  in- 
vestment.     This  is particularly important when 
investment  costs  are high. 

CONCLUSION 

The control  functions  incorporated in  the RIA DNC/CAM System 
are certainly not   the ultimate  solution to manufacturing problems. 
At present,   manufacturing  is  too complex an activity  for    total" 
answers.    The number of variables  involved  is typically very large 
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.•imi H is next Lo impossible to exercise effective and simultaneous 
rota rol over .-ill. of them. However, in any co Mei Lion oT variables, 
Liiere .tre always some (lui ave more vrniUly ideoLi fiable, cost/ 
effective, and more important than others. Some of these arc amen- 
able to control. This system is based opon that precise philosophy 
-- control what Is important and can he controlled and only when it 
is  cost/effective   to do r.o, 
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